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Shi An Qi Wen, alternated name Bai Duan Qi Guan, has eight parts, which 
includes ninety-seven volumes. It is a very popular novel that described county 
magistrate Shi Shilun judged astonishing cases ingeniously and Huang Tianba, 
chivalrous men, helped him to solve those cases in the period of Kangxi of Qing 
Dynasty. The stories about Shi Shilun were well known among folks, so writers 
collected them and created the new one. It is good at recognizing the social 
contradictions and features at that time. 
Meanwhile, it retains large number of folk characters and wrongly written 
characters. There are many factors that caused it, such as: the specific background of 
history and culture, the evolution law of the characters, the features of the oral novels, 
and the culture literacy of the writers and copiers. The contents are closed to the 
citizen life. There are many common sayings which are plain, lively and vivid. 
In this thesis, folk characters, wrongly written characters and common sayings 
are exhaustively arranged and quantitatively analyzed by comparing with relative data. 
The basic situation of the novel is shown by entirely meticulous studying those data. 
The thesis is provided abundant materials about the evolution law of characters and 
social culture of Qing Dynasty, because those characters and sayings are distinct. 
The studies on them of the special book of Shi An Qi Wen has high academic 
value, because they are a part of the folk characters and sayings of popular novels on 
Qing Dynasty and also a part of modern Chinese. 
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第一章  绪论 
1 



















































































第一章  绪论 
3 
《施公案》是中国长篇小说回目 多的一部作品（528 回），字数达 120 万，
且成书过程长达百年之久。先后插手的人很多，所谓“历经众手”，因而此书虽
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